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Network Science: a primer
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Abstract
Euler’s work on the Bridges of Königsberg problem is usually
regarded as the birth of Graph Theory. But combinatorialists were
not alone studying graph-like structures. In the beginning of the
20th century, sociologists started studying social networks. The idea
of “six degrees of separation” (any human on Earth can reach any
other by at most six acquaintance links) is from this period. More
recently, other scientists took to looking at real networks focusing
on degree distributions, hubs, communities, preferential growth and
other evolution hypotheses, and the like. In this lecture we will
review the main points of modern Network Science, exploring scalefree networks, degree correlations, robustness and its relationship to
spreading phenomena, e.g., pandemic modeling.

1

Introduction

This presentation aims to be a brief introduction to the ideas explored
in modern network science in the last 20 years or so. Although the subject
has a significantly longer history and is effectively an attempt to gather
ideas and techniques from multiple knowledge fields, these last two decades
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have witnessed the influence of a certain view over it, brought mainly by
physicists.
Physics usually concerns itself with planets, heat, electrons, things of
nature, that have existed forever. In contrast, most relevant networks
are very recent and are all the creation of human beings: the internet,
the World Wide Web, social networks. Can they be considered “things of
nature”, too? They can be compared to spider webs or bird nests: artifacts
produced by living beings. In this respect, they can be considered things
of nature.
In any case, they seem to have another property that makes them
amenable to physics studies: they are often composed of a large number
of small structures, so that laws of big numbers apply, much like matter
is the composition of a large number of small molecules. Calculus, in the
form of differential equations, can be used to study their behavior.
In the rest of this note we exemplify this approach exploring some of the
properties of complex networks, such as the small-world property (another
way of saying, “low diameter”), specific forms of their degree distributions,
correlations between degrees of neighbors, robustness against random failures and against orchestrated attack, with applications on the spreading
of news, information or diseases.

2

The Small World Property

You may have heard of “six degrees of separation”, the idea that every
person on Earth is separated from any other person by at most 6 acquaintance links. The exact number may not be 6, but the gist of the concept
is that the diameter of the acquaintance network is small.
This surprising fact is the basis for studies trying to uncover bounds
for the diameter of networks, as well as explanations for their low value.
The topic has a long history, going back to the beginning of the twentieth
century (see Table 1).
Low diameters may seem surprising because many networks familiar
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Hungarian writer F. Karinthy used the idea in some of his
books [8].
Mathematician M. Kochen and political scientist I. de Sola
Pool wrote first mathematical analysis on the subject, published in 1978 [5], but widely circulated since 1958.
Social psychologist S. Milgram [10, 13] performed the first
experiment testing the idea. Found 5.2 mean.
Broadway play “Six degrees of separation” by John Guare
popularized the idea.
Physicists D. J. Watts and S. Strogatz Nature paper: how
a few changes in regular graph make it small-world [14].
Physicists H. Jeong, R. Albert and A. L. Barabási Nature
paper: estimated 19 degrees for WWW [1].
A Facebook Data Team [2] found 4.7 mean separation for
their social network at the time.

Table 1: Brief historical account of the “six degrees of separation” idea.
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Figure 1: A 5 × 5 grid. Its diameter is 2(5 − 1) = 8.
to us have larger diameters, when compared with the number of nodes.
For instance, in an n × n grid (see Figure 1), the maximum distance is
2(n − 1) and the number of nodes is N = n2 . This generalizes to any
value of n, so that the diameter is proportional to N 1/2 in square grids,
where N is the number of nodes. Likewise, in cubic grids, the diameter is
proportional to N 1/3 , and in general, the diameter is proportional to N 1/d
in d-dimensional grids. Therefore, in this type of network, the diameter
varies with a positive power of N .
Another class of familiar networks are the cycle powers. A cycle CN
is just your familiar structure with every node having degree two and
all in one connected component. That’s the first power of a cycle. A
k for an integer k ≥ 1 is a graph with the same nodes as
finite power CN
CN , but with edges xy for any two nodes at distance k or less in CN .
These graphs also have large diameters, typically proportional to N/(4k)
for k not exceeding N/2. However, Watts and Strogatz [14] show that by
randomly exchanging a fraction of the links in such graphs one quickly
smashes the diameter to small-world ranges (see Figure 2).
Most real networks, however, display the small-world property. Table 2
shows ten networks present in our everyday lives, such as the internet,
some communication networks (email messages, mobile phone calls), collaboration and citation networks, and some biological networks (trans-
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Figure 2: The diameter of a cycle power drops rapidly when we randomly
exchange a fraction of its links. Notice how the diameter gets halved in
this example with just 0.1% random exchanges. Adapted from ref. [14].
formation of compounds in the metabolism of bacteria Escherichiacoli,
and yeast protein interactions). In all of them the average degree ⟨d⟩ is
remarkably close to the ratio
ln N
,
ln⟨k⟩
suggesting a logarithmic growth of ⟨d⟩ with respect to the number of
nodes N .

3

Scale-free Networks

Is the World Wide Web (WWW) a random network? This question
was raised by researchers around the turning of the century. We clarify
that the meaning of “random network” can be understood in two ways:
as “a network built randomly” (which is not the intended meaning but
is usually taken in opposition to, e.g., “deterministic network”) or as “a
network uniformly chosen among all possible” (which is known in modern
Network Science as the Erdős – Rényi model). The answer is no, and one of
the main reasons for that is its degree distribution. In a random network,
most nodes have degrees around the average, without much deviation.
In contrast, in the WWW we have dramatic differences in degree. Most
nodes have just a few neighbors, but a small fraction of nodes are hubs,
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Network
Internet Routers
WWW Documents
Power Grid Stations
Mobile Phone Calls
Email Messages
Science Collaboration
Paper Citations
Actor co-staring
E. coli Metabolism
Protein Interaction

N

⟨k⟩

⟨d⟩

ln N/ ln⟨k⟩

192,244
325,729
4,941
36,595
57,194
23,133
449,673
702,388
1,039
2,018

6.34
4.60
2.67
2.51
1.81
8.08
10.43
83.71
5.58
2.90

6.98
11.27
18.99
11.72
5.88
5.35
11.21
3.91
2.98
5.61

6.58
8.31
8.66
11.42
18.40
4.81
5.55
3.04
4.04
7.14

Table 2: Real-life networks, with their numbers of nodes (N ), average
degrees (⟨k⟩), average distance ⟨d⟩, and the ratio ln N/ ln⟨k⟩. Notice how
close this last ratio is to the average degree, with the possible exception
of email messages, showing a logarithmic dependence on the number of
nodes. It is worth mentioning that the ratio ln N/ ln⟨k⟩ is also somewhat
different from ⟨d⟩ in the power grid and citation networks, though in the
other direction (⟨d⟩ is larger). Adapted from Network Science, by Barabási
and Pósfai [3].
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that is, have a huge number of neighbors. The degree distribution of the
WWW follows a power law, with the probability pk of a node having
degree k being roughly proportional to
pk ∝ k −γ ,
where γ is a constant depending on the network. This is markedly distinct
from the binomial distribution one finds in random networks [6, 7].
Besides the WWW, several other real networks have been observed
to follow a power law for their degree distributions, or something derived
from a power law with adjustments in the very small and very large degree
ranges [4].
Networks that display a power law degree distribution are said to be
scale-free, because, for a certain range of the exponent γ, the first moment
of the distribution exists, so you have an average degree, but the second
moment diverges, so the standard deviation is unbounded as the number
of nodes grows. Therefore, there is not a “scale” that would have been
provided by the standard deviation. Even in finite networks the moment
divergence is visible. For instance, in the WWW we have that the indegree satisfies
kin = 4.60 ± 1546.

4

Degree Correlations

This section is concerned with the following question: do links connect
nodes with similar degrees or with widely differing degrees? A network can
be classified in three categories according to the answer to this question:
Assortative : favors links between nodes with similar degrees
Neutral : no particular bias in links with respect to endpoint degrees
Disassortative : favors links between nodes with widely different degrees
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Figure 3: Heatmaps of the degree correlation matrix of three networks.
High probabilities along the main diagonal suggest assortativity, while
high probabilities along the secondary diagonal suggest dissasortativity. If
neither occurs, we can say the network is neutral. Adapted from Network
Science, by Barabási and Pósfai [3].
To determine the category of a given network, three approaches have
been proposed. The first one is to build the degree correlation matrix,
which is just a matrix with entries ei,j equal to the probability of finding
a node with degrees i and j at the two ends of a randomly selected link.
Plotting this matrix as a heatmap and inspecting the result can help us
decide the network category. Figure 3 shows examples of matrices of each
kind. Notice that in this figure the main diagonal runs from bottom left
to top right.
Then we have the degree correlation function, denoted by knn (k), which
returns, given a degree value k, the average degree of the neighbors of all
degree-k nodes. If this function is an increasing function, chances are
the network is assortative. On the contrary, when this function decreases
with k, this indicates a dissasortative network. Absence of these tendencies
points to a neutral network. Figure 4 shows three examples taken from
the networks in Table 2.
Finally, a third way of measuring the degree correlation of a network is
to compare its degree correlation matrix ei,j with what would be expected
for a randomly linked network with the same degree distribution, where
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Figure 4: Degree correlation functions for three of the real networks listed
in Table 2. Assortativity is associated with an increasing knn (k). Adapted
from Network Science, by Barabási and Pósfai [3].
the degrees at each extremity of a link are independent random variables.

5

Network Robustness

Network robustness aims at answering questions of the form: How resilient is a real network to random failures? How easy is it to break it
with planned attacks? For us here, random failures will mean removal
of nodes at random from the network, while planned attacks will refer to
the removal of nodes in decreasing order of their degrees. Thus, hubs are
destroyed first on a planned attack. Also, to “break” is to disconnect the
giant component, that is, the largest connected component of the network.
From classical work on random graphs we know a useful condition for
the existence of a giant component in a random network:
⟨k⟩ > 1.
However, most real networks are not random! Luckily, Molloy and
Reed [11] generalized this result to networks still having their links chosen at random, but required to follow a given degree distribution. The
condition then becomes:
⟨k 2 ⟩ > 2⟨k⟩.
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For unrestricted random networks, where ⟨k 2 ⟩ = ⟨k⟩(⟨k⟩ + 1), this formula is equivalent to the previous one. However, for other types of networks, e.g., scale-free networks, we have to rely on the latter.
As we saw, in scale-free networks ⟨k 2 ⟩ is much larger than ⟨k⟩, so they’re
pretty robust against random failures. However, they’re an easy prey of
planned attacks: there are not that many hubs, and the mere removal
of a small fraction of hubs is enough to cause the break-up of the giant
component.
Network robustness has applications beyond the analysis of a single
network. When we consider the underlying networks for the transmission
of diseases or information, we may study the dynamics of their spread as a
time-varying subset of the network links representing transmission paths.
The giant component represents the fraction of the target population being
affected by the phenomenon. This is the subject of the next section.

6

Spreading Phenomena

It could be a virus, or it could be news (real or fake). But it spreads
along a network, until it reaches all nodes, or a fraction of the nodes. In
any case, such phenomena are of interest and their study is high impacted
by the type of underlying network.
Before the advent of modern network science, epidemiologists just made
assumptions essentially considering the underlying network to be a random network. However, most real networks are not random, being more
closely related to a scale-free network or one of its variants. The introduction of scale-free graphs leads to important consequences, implying a
considerably faster spread of diseases.
A popular tool to study these phenomena is the SIR model, where the
entire population is divided into three groups: the susceptible individuals
(S), the infected individuals (I), and the removed individuals (R) [9].
People go from susceptible to infected according to a given rate β, but
also depending on the number of contacts they have. Thus, the degrees of
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the underlying network play a role here. Removed individuals either die
from the disease or recover, in this last case acquiring immunity against
the infection. We model that with a single rate µ expressing the speed
with which people go from infected to removed.
In this model, there’s no going back to previous groups. Once infected,
a person never becomes susceptible again. And, once removed, a person
never gets infected again. Therefore, it is appropriate for diseases such
as measles, in which recovered individuals become resistant to the disease
for a long time afterwards.
The classical model relies on the following differential equations:
ds
dt
di
dt
dr
dt

= −β⟨k⟩i(1 − i − r)
= −µi + β⟨k⟩i(1 − i − r)
= µi

where s, i, and r are, respectively, the fractions of people in the susceptible,
infected, and removed groups, β is the infection rate, and µ is the recovery
rate. There is no closed formula for the general solution of these equations,
but it is possible to infer that the relationship between β and µ decides
the fate of the infection, that is, whether it dies out or stays within the
population forever.
However, given the scale-free nature of most spreading networks, a different set of equations was proposed in which, instead of the average value
of k, a distinct equation for each value of k is used [12]. The modern equations take the form:
dsk
dt
dik
dt
drk
dt

= −βkθk (1 − ik − rk )
= −µik + βkθk (1 − ik − rk )
= µik

Notice the introduction of a new function θk , indicating the number
of infected nodes in the neighborhood of a susceptible node of degree k.
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This function replaces i in the estimation of infection instantaneous speed.
Instead of three equations, we now have three equations for each value of
k, from 1 to kmax , the maximum degree in the network. The functions θk
are responsible for linking equations with different values of k.
The new formulation leads to staggering conclusions, such as the fact
that even pathogens that are hard to pass from one individual to another
can spread successfully, causing an epidemic in scale-free networks.
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